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A big central station nuclear generator can get cost below 2¢
How should Exelon

look in 4 years?

50% larger, says
CEO John Rowe

We had asked CEO John Rowe in earlier
interviews about his goals. He wanted to
get nuclear cost below 2¢ and has done it.

Last year’s tally was 1.97¢.  That’s
“all-in costs including the capital on the
books of our generating company,” Rowe
explained.

He sees a lot of work to be done to cut
Philadelphia prices.

ComEd had always been a high-cost
company in the Midwest but is now at the
Milwaukee level, he added.

“Chicago is below Detroit now.”
“Philadelphia still has relatively high

electric rates but I think the competitive
position of the company in terms of total
rates to customers is slowly and
consistently improving at both ends and
that’s a very good thing.

“Nonetheless our goal is still the top
quartile and we are not there yet,” Rowe
added.

How should Exelon look in four years?
He wants service reliability to be in the

top quartile and delivery service cost to be
among the lowest.

He wants the firm to be 50% larger
than today.

And the stock price should be higher of
course.

His goal is to get it into the top quartile
in shareholder value — that’s been added
over the next four years.

He wants to keep providing better
service “and I want to keep making more
money ... in a greener way and I don’t
have any magic pills to do all of those
things.  We just work at it very hard and
we’ve made a lot of progress.”

Fifty percent larger?  Do you see
merger activity ahead, we asked.

“Yes I do,” he replied.
“Consolidation is about the only way

you create more value for shareholders,”
he explained.

The industry’s “buying binge” led to
troubles, but Exelon has sold more assets

than it bought “but we didn’t always buy
smart any more than anybody else,” he
added.

Rowe predicted a new spate of
regulatory review that creates new
challenges “for a bunch of companies.”

That regulatory trend will lead to
higher stress for leaders who, he thinks,
will then become more willing to consider
M&A in reasonable terms since in a low-
growth industry, “consolidation is about
the only way you create more economic
growth for your shareholders.”

Acquiring firms have to be “absolutely
pig-headed about what you are willing to
pay” for the merger to produce
shareholder value added.”

Most mergers have not done well for
the shareholders, we asked.

“I’m sure that’s true,” he replied,

“although they’ve mostly done well for the
sellers.”

Back to basics versus making money?
“The reason to go back to basics is to

make money,” Rowe responded.  But in his
thinking it’s not basics versus growth when
“the only healthy way to grow” is through
basics.

To Rowe that means managing
operations better, getting higher service
reliability, battering costs and simply
becoming more efficient and more effective
and improving service.

“If you do those two things well the
growth will come.  If you seek the growth
first you’ll screw up the other two,” said
Rowe.

TOMORROW:  Rowe ponders what
FERC should do about SMD in a post-SMD
world.

Signs show Ontario power market may survive
Can Ontario’s competitive retail power
market recover from massive
government interference under the
previous government?

The SPi Group of Toronto sees
signs that interest in shopping may be
coming back.

But the government’s capping of
retail prices and plans to re-regulate
utility rates may not lure back
marketers.

Requests for customer-use data
was up in the last quarter and signups
by remaining marketers have improved.

Some renewed activity may be by
customers switching suppliers as
original contracts run out, SPi
suggested, but rising requests for use

data “are a strong indicator of activity,
particularly in the C&I sector.”

The Ontario market opened in May
2002 with 700,000 customers already
signed up with marketers — possible
because suppliers were allowed to begin
selling two years before the opening, SPi
noted, “unprecedented in the history of
deregulation.”

Customer switching peaked at
20,000/month in October 2002 just
before the provincial government
imposed a price cap.

Enrollments were just 1,300 last
month.

SPi based its findings on the nearly 1
million meters it monitors of the 4 million
in Ontario.

Powergen punished for blocking
customer switching

UK marketer regulator Ofgem slapped
Powergen (now E.ON UK) with a $1.3
million penalty for unfairly blocking
more than 20,000 residential customers
from switching their gas or power
supplier between October 2002 and July
2003.

The customers paid by direct debit,
regular cash payments or with prepayment
meters making them eligible to switch.
Utilities may only object if customers are
more than 30 days in arrears.

Powergen is the fourth  firm hit for
violating customer shopping rights since
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Ofgem got authority to levy fines in 2002.
British Gas Trading was fined

$370,000 last June while npower and
Scottish Power were hit with similar
penalties in February.

Other fines meted out by Ofgem
were $3.7 million to London Electric for
selling violations and $1.9 million to
Transco for failing to meet gas
connection obligations.

2 stories in 0.5 minutes

Calif setting peaks
for power use:  Californians
used 44,330 mw Tuesday at
4:26 pm following a new peak a
day earlier at 44,042.  The
earlier record was 43,609 mw
set July 12 1999.  The ISO had
issued a curb on maintenance
and the system worked.

Many senators oppose
fostering of competition:
A fifth of the US Senate
wrote FERC Chairman Pat
Wood that they see he’s
backed off on SMD but they
don’t like other things he’s
doing to foster market
approaches.  Included are the
usual anti-SMD suspects but
also John McCain, R-Ariz.  A
FERC spokesman said Wood
will respond but defended
FERC’s policies as intended to
protect consumers from
market power abuses.  FERC
wants retail savings to be
created by addressing market
power.  Wood opponents who
favor monopoly rents would
love to convince the president
that Wood should go but can’t
because of Wood’s historic
working-together relationship
with George Bush.  They can
organize certainly the South to
try to stop him and
competition — yesterday’s
letter was sort of a full-court
press.

Though Powergen cooperated with
Ofgem’s probe and 14,500 of the blocked
customers have switched successfully
“Ofgem still finds this to be unacceptable
behavior which is why we have proposed
a financial penalty,” said Ofgem Chairman
John Mogg.

“We are serious about clamping down
on any actions which damage customer
confidence when switching suppliers.”

INGAA foundation figures:

Blocking gas infrastructure
to cost public $200 billion

Public resistance and regulatory barriers to
natural gas projects could cost consumers
as much as $200 billion by delaying
needed supply thus boosting prices.

That’s the conclusion of Energy &
Environmental Analysis’ Bruce Henning,
hired by the INGAA Foundation to look at
costs of delays in pipelines, storage and
LNG projects.

Henning predicts delays in building
new infrastructure add an average 78¢/
mcf to the cost of gas already stuck in the
$4-6/mcf range because of tight supply.

True, Henning noted, the gas
industry’s expected 30 tcf market has
been delayed — partly due to a slow
economy.

But adequate supplies for 200
gigawatts of new gas-fired power plants
have come at the cost of demand
destruction in industries where gas use is
intensive but far too expensive at today’s
prices.

A growing economy will push up gas
use as underused gas-fired plants crank up
and industrial and residential demand rises,
Henning warned.

Yet traditional production areas and
bits of LNG coming into the market can
barely meet today’s 23-24 tcf demand.

Declining output will require “frontier
gas” from LNG, the northern Rockies,
eastern Canada and Arctic regions like
Alaska and the MacKenzie Delta to meet
39% of North American demand.

That calls for pipes and storage —
lots more of it, about $61 billion worth —
to move gas from existing LNG regas
plants on the East Coast and in the Gulf
and newer production basins.

Building the infrastructure requires
cooperation now lacking from the public
and regulators, Henning noted.

Protest and interventions at FERC for
pipeline projects are up tenfold from 10
years ago, Henning reported and state and
federal regulators are not creating a
climate where needed credit to finance
projects can be found.

The solution?
State regulators should review their

policies to root out those that discourage
LDCs from entering into long-term
pipeline and storage contracts.

States have discouraged those
contracts, partly to encourage their
competitive retail markets, but the
consequences are project developers are
harmed by not being able to attract
investment, the EEA study found.

“State regulation should recognize the
pubic benefit of capacity into a market and
create a cost-recovery mechanism that
promotes the construction of sufficient
facilities to allow for incremental supplies
of gas to be delivered during peak demand
periods,” the report urged.

The gas industry needs to present its
case for new infrastructure — selling the
benefits to society by allowing projects to
win approvals.

Federal and state regulators should
look region-by-region at the needs for new
infrastructure.  FERC does that now,
Henning pointed out, but it needs to work
with state and local officials to gain their
support.

That goes too for support of projects
resisted for perceived problems with
homeland security and safety — such as
LNG regas.

At a landed cost of $3.50-4/mcf,
Henning noted, LNG is reasonably priced
and competitive with $4-5/mcf
conventional gas.

NY PSC favors keeping back
out credits for marketers

Marketers endorsed a New York PSC
proposal to continue the competition back-
out credits marketers now get for their
customers at National Fuel Gas.

The credits, set to expire at the end of
September, allow marketers to recoup
$3.30/month per customer if they send
bills for their own and the LDC’s
distribution charges or $1.60/month per
customer if they have the LDC send bills
for them.

Regulators propose keeping the credits
until NFG’s rates are completely
unbundled.

That’s important, NEMA commented,
because it “credits marketers for the costs
of the competitive utility functions they
perform” that NFG still recovers in its
distribution rates.

If the back-out credits expire,
customers who shop would have to pay
twice for those services — once through
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their distribution bills and again to their
marketers, NEMA pointed out.

NEMA recommended the credits be
higher.

The PSC is recommending too that
NFG’s Outreach & Education Program
continue.

The program requires NFG to
provide its customers messages and
information on gas choice and perform
surveys of consumer awareness,
“competitively neutral” efforts NEMA
supports.

The marketer group believes the PSC
should go one step further — requiring
NFG and other New York LDCs to buy
marketers’ receivables, part of Orange &
Rockland’s Switch & Save program that
has brought about the highest (30+%)
shopping in the state.

IEEE looks at BPL — very formally —
with risk to many

A critical aspect of creating a new BPL
world is determining what
BPL really is.

That’s at the heart of the FCC’s
NOPR on broadband via wires, a decision
on what those impulses are.  If it’s power,
FERC may have a critical role and that
would be good for competition.

The Institute of Electrical &
Electronics Engineers has decided to set a
BPL standard that’s destined to play a
major role in the competitive aspects of
the new business.

A repeater or router near a home or
business extracts the signal off the
medium voltage line just before the

transformer — and injects it onto the low-
voltage wiring on the other side of the
transformer.

“The signal is now on all of the low
voltage wiring within the structure and
can be accessed at any outlet by plugging
in a modem,” Burns explained.

Signal may turn out to be a poor
choice of words.  FCC owns signals, it
thinks.

Anyone from the utility, internet
service provider and BPL sectors who
wants to help develop the standard is
invited to join the IEEE 1675 Working
Group (http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/
bop).
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